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Hair plays an important role in the image
of the human face. However, it is still dif-
ficult and time consuming to synthesize re-
alistic 3D CG hair images. In this paper, we
present an integrated system for 3D com-
puter graphics (CG) hair image synthesis
based on a trigonal prism wisp model. By
applying the trigonal prism wisp model,
2D hair distribution maps and other CG
techniques to our system, we can success-
fully and efficiently synthesize realistic
CG hair style images. A 3D hair style edit-
ing tool (HET) is incorporated into the sys-
tem to support the creation of 3D hair
styles. We have also integrated this system
with other research results to construct a
system for 3D CG character synthesis.

Key words: 3D CG hair style ± Hair im-
age synthesis ± Wisp model ± CG human
characters ± Anthropomorphic agent

1 Introduction

Hair plays an important role in human face imag-
ing. Hair acts as a ªmediumº to express character-
istics, conditions, and feelings [1, 2]. When the
computer graphics (CG) character nods or shakes
his (or her) head to express ªYesº or ªNoº, the mo-
tion of hair will affect the realism of the image.
The CG characters or faces have been used recent-
ly in advanced interfaces with multimedia func-
tions, such as in anthropomorphic interfaces. How-
ever, it is still difficult and time consuming to syn-
thesize realistic 3D CG hair images for these char-
acters.
The difficulty of hair image synthesis is due to
the inherent properties of hair, such as the ex-
tremely huge number of hair strands. This makes
hair image synthesis computationally very expen-
sive [3]. In addition, one hair strand is very thin
compared with the pixel size, and hair strands
within a wisp are locally parallel. These two
properties cause an aliasing problem in rendering
hair images. Most important of all, there are huge
variations in hair styles, which are determined by
extremely complex interactions of many factors.
These factors include gravity, friction, static elec-
tricity, strand-to-strand and strand-to-head inter-
actions, articles such as hair pins, hair bands,
mousse, hair grease, and so on. Thus, it is ex-
tremely difficult to generate complicated hair
styles with only a physical formula, some mathe-
matical formulas and some parameters. All these
properties of hair make hair image synthesis a
very challenging task.
The previous approaches to hair image synthesis
can be divided into two categories: the explicit
model [4±9] and the volume density model [10±
13], according to the methods used. The explicit
model is very intuitive. The modeling and render-
ing target of such an approach is each individual
hair strand. The rendering target, hair, is treated
in a microscopic way. The particle model for hair
synthesis is classified in this category. In contrast,
the volume density model defines the 3D space
distribution function(s) of the entire hair style,
and then applies a ray-tracing technique to calcu-
late the color and illumination on the silhouette
surface of hair style. This kind of approach views
hair styles macroscopically. The approach of the
volume density model is more abstract than that
of the explicit model. It is not the purpose of this
paper to judge which method is superior. However,
considering the needs of presenting enormous vari-
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ations of hair styles and animating hair motion, we
would prefer the explicit model for its potential
flexibility.
In this paper, we present an integrated system for
the synthesis of 3D CG hair images based on a
trigonal prism wisp model. This modeling meth-
od, which we use for our system, basically be-
longs to the category of the explicit models,
though it is more simplified and organized to han-
dle the macroscopic properties of hair styles. By
applying the trigonal prism wisp model, 2D hair
distribution maps, and other CG techniques to
our system, we can successfully and efficiently
synthesize realistic CG hair-style images. A 3D
hair style editing tool (HET) is incorporated into
the system to support efficient 3D hair style cre-
ation.

2 Basic concepts of our system

We first introduce the five basic design concepts
for our system:

1. Reality. We must be able to synthesize hair im-
ages very realistically.

2. Low cost. We must be able to synthesize real-
istic hair images in a much shorter time than
with previous methods or systems.

3. High flexability. Using one and the same hair
model, we must be able to create various hair
styles with long or short hair, straight or curly
hair, and so on.

4. Ability to animate hair styles. The ability to in-
troduce some kind of physical model and for-
mula to emulate the complicated phenomenon
of hair is required.

5. Practicality. We want to provide a way to gen-
erate and design various 3D hair styles easily.

It is quite reasonable and intuitive to consider
these five concepts as the basic elements that
make a satisfying system for CG hair style syn-
thesis. We have designed our system with these
concepts. The modeling method, as the core of
the system, is explained in Sect. 3. Some tech-
niques and issues that we consider necessary
for ªrealisticº hair image synthesis are discussed
in Sect. 4. A hair style design and generating
tool, the hair style editing tool (HET), is intro-
duced in Sect. 5. The integration of system and

some results of hair style synthesis are discussed
in Sect. 6.

3 Trigonal prism wisp model and 2D
hair distribution map

3.1 Trigonal prism wisp model

We define our hair model, the trigonal prism wisp
model, as follows. First, all the hair is divided into
several groups of wisps, according to the position
on the skull. Each wisp is constructed by continu-
ous trigonal prisms, as shown in Fig. 1. The trigo-
nal prisms within one wisp are linked by three 3D
B-spline curves. The numbers of control points
may differ, basically according to the length of
the strand of hair.
Using curves to implement hair is a very intuitive
idea. It enables our system to create the physical
properties of hair easily. Furthermore, because hair
strands within a wisp are grouped, we can success-
fully reduce the computational time. This model-
ing method keeps the hair style data simple and or-
ganized. Thus, it is very flexible for the various
hair styles.
What has to be noted here is the cross-section of
the wisp's silhouette: the ªactualº image of one
wisp is determined by its 2D distribution map,
which we will explain later in this section. The
trigonal construction of our trigonal prism wisp
model does not affect the real shape of synthesized
wisps. The cross-section of wisp's silhouette does
not need to be a triangle. Its shape is controlled
by the 2D hair distribution maps that we assign
to the wisp.
The term ªwispº, which is used in the title of our
modeling method, refers to a group of hair strands.
It is a very familiar word to people who study syn-
thesizing hair images. However, it is not really pre-
cisely defined. In this paper, we will use the term
ªwispº as the smallest element of a hair style.
Within a wisp, there can be 1 to 255 hair strands,
which are quite parallel to each other. The 3D ori-
entation and shape of one wisp is defined by three
3D B-spline curves as shown in Fig. 1. Two wisps
can share their edges, which we call control lines,
with each other. For us, the wisp is the smallest
unit used for calculations of 3D calibration, motion
emulation, and illumination.
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Fig. 1. Trigonal prism wisp model

Fig. 2. The relationship between a wisp
and its 2D hair distribution map

Fig. 3. Two hair style images with the
same wisp model, but using different
link methods (black hair)
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3.2 Two-dimensional hair distribution map

We use 2D arrays to define the distribution of
hair strands on the cross-section of one wisp, as
shown in Fig. 2. Through the continuous trigonal
prisms of one wisp, these 2D points are projected
onto screen according to each pair of vectors on
the edges of the two triangles. The position of
each hair strand within a wisp is actually deter-
mined in this 2D way. It is noted that this 2D hair
distribution map can be defined to have hair dis-
tribution outside the triangle cross-section of the
triangle prism. This allows us to remove the dis-
continuity of hair distribution among wisps.
However, we need only calculate the three con-
trol lines that we use to control the trigonal
prisms. Thus, the 2D hair distribution maps con-
tribute to reduce the computational cost of ren-
dering hair.
There is another important issue: the application of
the 2D distribution maps to our system for the con-
trol of the shape of a wisp's silhouette. For exam-
ple, if the hair on the 2D map is randomly distrib-
uted within a triangle or a circle, the basic shape of
the synthesized wisp will be a curved trigonal
prism or a curved cylinder, respectively. By con-
trolling the shape and distribution density of the
2D distribution maps, we can create a natural
and rich effect on 3D hair forms.
Depending on the way we link these 2D distribu-
tion maps, we can also create some interesting vi-
sual effects. As shown in Fig. 3, the two different
wisp images are created from the same wisp model.
The left image is created by linking maps with
straight lines, and the right one is linked by sine
curves. Using straight lines makes this linkage pro-
cedure simple. However, using curves, such as sine
waves, instead of straight lines to link the 2D distri-
bution maps can create some interesting visual ef-
fects. Hair images synthesized in this way will have
an extremely wavy form, though we use the same
three control lines and one simple wisp structrue.

4 Rendering hair, shadowing hair,
and handling artificial objects

By applying the modeling method discussed in the
previous section, we can establish the model of the
hair. The next step is to efficiently render hair im-

ages. To do this, first, we need to calculate the il-
lumination on a hair strand.

4.1 Rendering hair

To calculate the illumination of one strand of hair,
Ch; we use the following formula [7]:

Ch � LaKa�SLi�Kd cosq�Kssinn q� fÿp� ��;
where the subscripts a, d, and s stand for the ambi-
ent, diffuse, and specular components, respectively.
The Ls are the lightness of the light sources, the Ks
are constants, and q and f are angles as defined in
Fig. 4. For different colors of hair, we need to ad-
just the balance of these parameters. Also, produc-
ing the visual effects for the various properties of
hair will need more experiment and adjustment.
For example, for dry and black hair, we reduce
the weight of Ks and Ka; but emphasize Kd: This
lighting model still has its limitations, however,
such as the lack of a back light visual effect.
No matter what kind of lighting model is applied
to the system, these time-consuming calculation
procedures are only performed along the three
control lines of each wisp. The illumination of
each strand within one wisp is then determined
by interpolating of the previous calculated results
of the three control lines. With this interpolation
process, we can save a large amount of time with-
out loosing the realism of the hair. The result of
each wisp is then pixel-blended with the image
of other wisps and background to create the trans-
parent visual effect of hair and to remedy the alia-
sing problem.

4.2 Shadowing hair

Without taking shadow effects of hair into consid-
eration, the synthesized image will lack realism
somehow. To add shadow effects efficiently to a
hair image, we modify the traditional shadow Z-
buffering method. The modified shadowing meth-
od, which we call the shadow mask method, is ex-
plained next.
The shadow mask method is basically a two-pass
process, just as its parent, the traditional shadow
Z-buffer method is. As shown in Fig. 5, the first
pass of these two methods are very similar. All
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wisps are projected to the direction of the light
source to check whether they are in the shadow ar-
ea or not. At this step, the difference between the
new and old methods is that we keep the x, y, z co-
ordinates instead of Z-buffer information. Thus,
the result of the first pass of our method is a 2D
array that contains the 3D coordinate information
of all points that are ªvisible to the light sourceº
on the surface of the hair silhouette. The size of

this 2D array and the radius of each point or ball,
will determine the quality of the shadowing ef-
fects. As a result of our experiments, we keep this
array size at the same resolution as that of the
viewing window.
The second pass of our method is quite intuitive.
By assigning an effective radius to every point,
we treat these points as balls in 3D space. The un-
ion of these balls will then form a masklike area

4

5

Fig. 4. Lighting on the hair model

Fig. 5. The shadow mask method
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that is ªvisibleº to the light source; in other words,
it will be outside the dark area. This is the reason
why we call this method the ªshadow maskº. To
determine whether a pixel should be shadowed or
not, at the second rendering step, we need only
to check whether the Z-buffering value of the ren-
dering target is within the Z-range of the related
pixel on the shadow mask. Figure 6 illustrates
the rendering effect of this showing.
As mentioned before, the number of hair strands
is extremely huge. If we apply the traditional
shadowing methods to a target that consists of
lots of very small rendering objects, such as hair
strands, the cost will be proportional to the com-

plexity of the objects. Therefore, adding shadow
effects in the traditional way is too expensive for
us. Using the shadow mask method, the complex-
ity of second rendering pass is basically propor-
tional to the resolution of the 2D array. Thus, this
modified shadowing method helps us to create
shadow effects for hair in a more efficient man-
ner.

4.3 Handling artificial objects

Artificial objects, such as hair pins, hair bands,
ponytails, and braids, are important components

6

7

Fig. 6. Hair style images with and
without shadow effects (black hair)

Fig. 7. Ponytail hairstyle (red hair)
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Fig. 8. Display of the hair style editing tool (HET)

Fig. 9. Hair style ± sample 1

Fig. 10. Hair style ± sample 2
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that cannot be ignored in handling the various
kinds of hair styles. With our hair model, adding
a hair band or ponytail to a hair style is not so dif-
ficult. What we need to do is just give some
wisps a certain restriction. These wisps are re-
quired to pass through a region of 3D space.
For example, we can get a ponytail if we let the
control lines of a group of wisps pass through a
little circle behind the CG character's head. A
hair style with a ponytail is shown in Fig. 7. Han-
dling a braid is a little tricky. A braid is heavier
and stiffer than a single hair strand or wisp. It ba-
sically consists three wisps. A repeated loop
changes the positions of these three wisps. (How-
ever, they do not really have to be three individ-
ual wisps. They may be just three branches of one
wisp. They may also consist of several wisps sep-
arately.)

5 The hair style editing tool (HET)

To make our system really practical, we need lots
of 3D data for various hair styles. However, the
procedure to create these 3D hair styles is a very
time-consuming task. The designer's art sense
and technique are also required.
We tried to make the design procedure easier. For
this purpose, we have developed a hair style edit-
ing tool (HET) to help users design and generate
3D hair styles.
As shown in Fig. 8, HET consists of five windows.
The command window on the right side contains
most of the command buttons. The view window
located in the lower left portion is used to view
the result in 3D space. We use the other three win-
dows to edit the 3D position and orientation of the
wisps with a mouse. Users can change their view
angle in these windows whenever they like.
Even though we have successfully simplified the
hair data structure by grouping hair into wisps, it
still takes lot of effort to position all the wisps in
3D space. For example, we can use 256 wisps to
define a hair style which has 256*256=65536 hair
strands within it. To design this hair style, we need
to input and edit 3*256=768 3D curves. It will take
hours to use the mouse for pointing out all the nec-
essary points for these B-spline curves.
To resolve this problem, we group the wisps ac-
cording to their position on the skull. These groups
look like quarter rings on the skull. We divide the

skull into eight layers. Each layer consists of four
quarter rings. We assume that the shape of the
wisps within the same quarter ring are quite simi-
lar. Thus, after a designer has designed one or two
control lines on a quarter ring, it is reasonable for
HET to automatically generate all the other control
lines on the same quarter ring, using the line (or
lines) that has already been done as an example.
The hair style shown in Fig. 9 is generated by in-
putting only 14 curves; the other control lines are
automatically generated by HET.
This tool helps the user to roughly design a hair
style with only 10±20 3D B-spline curves, and also
provides various functions for editing the details of
a hair style and the ability of exchanging and shar-
ing parts between different hair styles. One hair
style that is a little more complicated than the
one in Fig. 9 is shown in Fig. 10. HET also allows
users to create various visual effects by changing
or blending hair colors for a hair style, and by as-
signing wavy effects to certain wisps. The time
needed to design and edit the wisp models was
in total 10 min for Fig. 9, and 30 min for Fig. 10.
The rendering time for these CG images is about
1 frame/s on a SGI Onyx workstation. (For conve-
nience in development and experiment, no hard-
ware rendering function, such as line drawing, co-
ordinate translation, Z-buffering, etc., is used in the
system at present.)

6 Integration of the system

We have integrated this system with a face editing
tool to combine users' face images that may be
caught from a video camera or a digital camera,
as illustrated in Fig. 11. With this integrated sys-
tem, we can combine a realistic 3D face image
with any hair style stored in a database.
As shown in Fig. 11, a skull is attached to the wire
frame of a face like a hat. It can be adjusted to fit
the wire frame. This flexibility is necessary be-
cause the head size of each individual human char-
acter is usually different.
As already mentioned, the motion of hair is too
complicated to analyze and regenerate completely
[14]. It may be caused by an internal force (e.g.,
head gesture ) or an external force (e.g., wind ) .
We have focused our attention on the case of inter-
nal force so far. We have emulated two types of
hair motion that is caused when the CG character
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nods ªyesº or shakes his/her head ªnoº. The mo-
tion is achieved by simulating hair as a pendulum
resting on a cone as shown in Fig. 12. When a
character's head shakes, it gives the pendulum an
angular momentum. This angular momentum
may or may not be big enough to lift the pendulum
from the slope. It also makes the pendulum oscil-
late along the slope of the cone. The emulation re-

sult is shown in Fig. 13. The pendulum model is an
extremely simple model and is only suitable for
emulating certain motion patterns. To simulate
more complicated and general hair motion, more
research effort is needed.
We also propose a system of 3D character synthe-
sis as shown in Fig. 14, in which the system of hair
style synthesis serves as one of the basic modules.

11

12

Fig. 11. Integration of a hair style image and
a face image

Fig. 12. Pendulum model
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Fig. 13a±c. Animation (black hair)

a

b c

In this system, not only CG hair styles, but also
face expression emulation, speech synthesis, and
artificial intelligence (AI) components to generate
motions based on a scenario script are to be includ-
ed. The integration of all these functions will make

an intelligent life like agent with a realistic figure
available; this agent will serve as one important
style of advanced interface close to daily face-to-
face communication.
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7 Conclusion

We have proposed a new hair modeling method,
i.e., a trigonal prism wisp model with 2D hair dis-
tribution maps, and developed a prototype system
to synthesize and animate various kinds of 3D hair
styles. This system is integrated to combine face
images with the hair styles. Further work is expect-
ed to improve the quality of hair images, and to
achieve better system performance. There is a plan
to introduce the concepts of virtual reality into the
next version of HET to allow users to ªdirectlyº
edit a hair style by hand in a virtual space. The de-
velopment of the scenario maker will help in iso-
lating the animation module and the AI module.
This independence will make our system of 3D
CG character synthesis, serving as a platform to in-
corporate with various AI modules through a stan-
dard interface, a scenario maker. Though there are
still lots of research issues left for future work in
our entire project (Fig. 14), our system has been
proven to be an efficient and practical system for
creating 3D hair styles, synthesizing realistic hair
images, animating hair motion, and manipulating
various hair styles.
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